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Key features of PPTools Image Export Serial Key: 1. Convert PowerPoint to image formats 2. Output
images can be saved to local hard disk or FTP server 3. Support to change PowerPoint slide layouts
4. User-friendly and easy to use. 5. Works on Windows 2000, 2003, and Vista. Easy PowerPoint to
WORD Converter Professional PowerTools - PowerPoint to WORD Converter is designed to help you
change PowerPoint to WORD documents in a fast and easy way. With this tool you will be able to
convert PowerPoint to WORD document with one click. This PowerPoint to WORD Converter can
help you convert PowerPoint slides into standard Word documents quickly. With this PowerPoint to
WORD converter you can also convert PowerPoint PPT files to PowerPoint 2007 PPT format and
open it in other Microsoft Office programs or programs that support PPT files such as Star Office,
OpenOffice, NeoOffice, etc. Easy PowerPoint to WORD Converter Professional PowerTools -
PowerPoint to WORD Converter is designed to help you change PowerPoint to WORD documents in
a fast and easy way. With this tool you will be able to convert PowerPoint to WORD document with
one click. This PowerPoint to WORD Converter can help you convert PowerPoint slides into standard
Word documents quickly. With this PowerPoint to WORD converter you can also convert PowerPoint
PPT files to PowerPoint 2007 PPT format and open it in other Microsoft Office programs or programs
that support PPT files such as Star Office, OpenOffice, NeoOffice, etc. Easy PowerPoint to PDF
Converter Professional PowerTools - PowerPoint to PDF Converter is designed to help you change
PowerPoint to PDF documents in a fast and easy way. With this tool you will be able to convert
PowerPoint slides into high-quality PDF documents with one click. This PowerPoint to PDF converter
can help you convert PowerPoint PPT files into Adobe Acrobat PDF documents with high quality and
edit the text, images, tables and charts in PDF documents. With this PowerPoint to PDF converter
you can also convert PowerPoint PPT files to PowerPoint 2007 PPT format and open it in other
Microsoft Office programs or programs that support PPT files such as Star Office, OpenOffice,
NeoOffice, etc. Easy PowerPoint to XLSX Converter Professional PowerTools - PowerPoint to XLSX
Converter is designed to help you change PowerPoint to XLSX documents in a fast and easy way.
With this tool you will be able to convert PowerPoint slides into Excel 2007 XLS
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- Compatible with PPT2010/2013/2016/2019. - For PowerPoint 2003, 2004, 2005, 2007, 2010, 2013,
2016, and 2019 - Compatible with Windows OS. - Powerful and simple to use. PDF Display is an easy
to use PDF plugin to create and customize PDF slides with custom text and images. It is a plug-in of
PowerPoint, and no installation required. Simply install this plugin, and you can create professional
slides within minutes. Features: 1. Create and design your slides easily 2. Create professional
looking slides 3. Import text and images directly 4. Various effects for slides 5. Integrated toolbars
PDF Display can import and insert text, images, and clip art into any PowerPoint slide. The add-in
provides an easy to use slide template library, which lets you customize your slides. The built-in slide
effects make your presentation more professional looking. PDF Display can export your slides to
various format such as PowerPoint 2003/2007/2010/2013/2016/2017/2019, PDF, HTML, RTF, Word,
PowerPoint PPT, PowerPoint PPTX, PowerPoint OST, PowerPoint PST, PowerPoint PPS, and PDF.
With the great support of SmartArt, you can easily create complicated SmartArt graphics in your
PowerPoint slides. KEYMACRO Description: 1. Compatible with PowerPoint 2003, 2004, 2007, 2010,
2013, 2016, and 2019 2. Easy to use. 3. Create professional looking slides. PDFTran is an easy to use
and powerful PowerPoint add-in designed for creating PDF slides from PowerPoint slides. With this
PDF Translator, you can create professional PDF slides from PowerPoint slides. With this add-in, you
can: 1. Import text, images, clip art and SmartArt from PowerPoint slides into PDF slides 2. Insert
text, images, clip art and SmartArt directly into PDF slides 3. Create PDF slides from PowerPoint
slides by changing slide layouts, creating new slide layouts, merging PowerPoint slides into PDF
slides, and customize PDF slides with PowerPoint slide styles 4. Exporting to PDF PDFTran is fully
integrated with PowerPoint, so you can export your slides to PDF, PowerPoint PPT, PowerPoint
PPTX, PowerPoint OST, PowerPoint PST, PowerPoint PPS, PowerPoint PPSX, PowerPoint PPSX2,
PowerPoint PPSX3, and PowerPoint PPSX4 format. With the great support 2edc1e01e8
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The best way to make your presentations shine. The best way to make your presentations shine. Do
your presentations always get lost in the sea of standard slides? Are your graphics not clear or sharp
enough? Would you like to include or drop some of your presentations or edit the existing slides?
With PowerPoint Slideshow Maker you can easily do all these tasks with ease. It allows you to create
and edit your presentation with high-quality graphics and layout. It supports not only PowerPoint but
also all of the various other PowerPoint versions including 2003, 2007, 2010 and 2013. Description:
Bring your presentations to life. Bring your presentations to life. Turn your presentations into lively
media with PowerPoint presentation authoring tool. With PowerPoint Slideshow Maker, you can
easily create your own PowerPoint presentations with the help of high-quality graphics and layout.
Description: Make your presentations stand out. Make your presentations stand out. Increase your
presentation’s impact with high-quality graphics and layouts. With PowerPoint Presentation Styles
you can easily change the look of your PowerPoint presentations. It allows you to apply eye-catching
and professional-looking presentation styles to your PowerPoint presentations. Description: No more
dull and boring slides. No more dull and boring slides. Turn your ordinary slides into eye-catching
presentations with high-quality graphics and layouts. With PowerPoint Image Saver, you can easily
create your own PowerPoint presentations with the help of high-quality graphics and layout. It
supports not only PowerPoint but also all of the various other PowerPoint versions including 2003,
2007, 2010 and 2013. Description: Easy to use for beginners. Easy to use for beginners. Quickly
produce high-quality PowerPoint presentations. With PowerPoint Graphics you can easily make
attractive and eye-catching presentation graphics with ease. Description: More and more
PowerPoint presentations. More and more PowerPoint presentations. Save and transform your
PowerPoint presentations easily with PowerPoint Slide Export. With PowerPoint Slide Export, you
can easily save PowerPoint presentations and presentations as well as edit them with any other
program. Description: 3D Presentations. 3D Presentations. Enrich your presentations with 3D
animation. With PowerPoint 3D animation you can easily add 3D animations to your presentations. It
supports all of the latest PowerPoint versions including 2010, 2013 and 2016. Description: Photo
Effects. Photo Effects. Make your presentations look beautiful with the help of
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What's New In PPTools Image Export?

PPTools Image Export lets you customize the export settings for specific slides, set the compression
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quality and choose the image size. Moreover, you can fully control the font settings and background
color. Main features: * Convert slides to JPG, PNG, TIFF, EMF, WMF, GIF, GIFC, PICT and PNGC
formats. * Set various settings: format, compression quality, image quality, size, encoding, text
encoding, and background color. * Adjust the resolution and zoom/crop features of the image. *
Preview and export the exported image. * Password protection. How to use: * Double click the
PPTools Image Export icon on the Powerpoint slide to start the export process. * If you want to
convert multiple slides, check the 'Multiple slide conversion' option. * Specify the size and resolution
of the output image. * Choose the format and compression quality of the exported images. * Specify
the encoding and text encoding of the exported images. * Set the background color of the exported
images. * Click the 'Generate preview' button to preview the output image. Note: PPTools Image
Export is not a freeware and can be purchased with the price of $39. Here we have listed the Best
PPT PowerPoint to PDF Converter Software. These tools are best to export PowerPoint presentations
to PDF, HTML, flash, image, Word and Excel file. Wondershare Presentations to PDF Converter is an
easy-to-use tool to convert PowerPoint to PDF, HTML, flash, image, Word and Excel formats. It is
very easy to use this tool, you can directly convert your PowerPoint presentations to PDF, HTML,
flash, image, Word and Excel with just few clicks. The free presentation converter also supports
multiple source formats and output formats. Wondershare Presentations to PDF Converter is the
best choice to create perfect PDF presentations. If you are looking for the best tool to convert
PowerPoint to PDF, Wondershare Presentations to PDF Converter is your best solution. Features of
Wondershare Presentations to PDF Converter: - It is the best PowerPoint to PDF converter for Mac
& Windows. - You can convert PowerPoint to PDF with just a few clicks. - It supports all PowerPoint
slides, including SmartArt, and all PowerPoint animations. - Wondershare Presentations to PDF
Converter is the best PowerPoint to PDF converter for Mac, and it can convert PPT to PDF and
image formats for free. - Output PDF is great-looking, crisp and versatile. - Create the PDF
documents with high-quality images and without losing your original text formatting. Here we have
listed the Best PPT PowerPoint to Keynote Converter Software. These tools are best to convert
PowerPoint presentations to Keynote, PPT, PDF,



System Requirements For PPTools Image Export:

Supported System: Windows XP, Vista, 7 or 8 Mac OS X 10.6 or newer Minimum System
Requirements: OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7 or 8 CPU: 1.3 GHz Memory: 512 MB RAM Graphics: 128
MB DirectX 9 compliant video card (Pentium III processor or later) Supported Software: Alien
Swarm v2.2.4.6027 New Heroes: Lux & Heavy Useful Utilities: Alien Swarm About Us
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